
   Twinkly Twinkly Squares Starter Kit, 5+1 Smart LED Panels, IP20

Brands

Twinkly
Producer no.

TWQ064STW-07-BEU

Article no.

TWI1024ZZ
EAN / GTIN

8056326679071

MRP

249,00 €

- 6 LED squares, each with 64 LED units, format 16 x 16 cm, glossy black
- Expandable up to a maximum of 15 LED squares with a starter pack using the 3 extension pack
and 1x single pack
- Dozens of ready-to-play customizable effects in the app or create your own
- Can be grouped with other Twinkly devices
- Works with Hey Google, Amazon Alexa and Apple HomeKit

The revolutionary, intelligent LED wall panels Twinkly SQUARES redefine decorative lighting.
Whether pixel-perfect works of art or special ambient lighting for the home or office, reactive
gaming lights or a unique night light for children, there are hardly any limits to creativity with
SQUARES.
TWINKLY SQUARES are an essential lighting decoration.

This starter set includes a master panel and 5 expansion panels, each with 64 high-quality, app-
controlled, addressable LEDs designed for exceptional brightness and color quality in over 16
million colors.
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   Twinkly Twinkly Squares Starter Kit, 5+1 Smart LED Panels, IP20

Physically combine the master panel with up to a total of 15 panels (sold separately) and use the
Twinkly app to sync larger groups of squares and create huge displays with virtually endless preset
and customizable effects, animations, GIFs and pixel art on walls and create ceilings. (Multiple
starter kits can be grouped in the app)

Twinkly lights are easy to configure via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi and can be voice controlled with the
voice assistants Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Apple HomeKit.
Once the lights are set up, via the Twinkly app the LEDs are mapped:
It scans and maps each individual LED, turning the lights into a customizable decorative display.
Virtually endless standard effects and animations can then be applied, or you can create your own
personalized effects.

For even more impressive decorations, TWINKLY products can be combined with Twinkly Music
(sold separately), a USB device with a built-in microphone that interprets ambient noise and music
in the room and creates matching colors and effects. And for gamers, Twinkly seamlessly
integrates with Razer ChromaTM RGB and OMEN Light Studio to take gaming to the next level
with stunning lighting effects that react to gameplay.

<b>The maximum number of 16 panels in a group is achieved with a Starter Pack 5+1 + 3x
3-piece extension sets and 1piece Extension Set. If more than 16 panels are connected, the
excess panels will not light up. (e.g. a starter set 5+1 and 4x 3 extensions)
IMPORTANT! There must not be 2 MASTER panels in one installation.</b>

Scope of delivery: Contains 1 master panel, 5 extension panels, connection cable, USB-C power
supply unit with USB-C cable (white) and fastening clips

Indoor use only - IP 20
LED not replaceable, cannot be removed non-destructively.
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